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About This Game

Quick Maths is designed for high-speed counting.
You can choose from several modes

Addition - Subtraction - Addition and Subtraction
Range of digits: 10, 100, 1000, 10000

You can also include "Competition Mode"
By selecting the appropriate timer for 30 sec, 1 min, 3 min, 5 min

To see the statistics of the competitive mode, click the "Cup" button in the menu on the right.
Next, to select the leaderboard you need, change the mode, range and timer values.

Using our game, you can improve your speed and accuracy skills every day while practicing.
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Hannameister <3. The game is well thought out and designed, though still in it's early stages so is bound to have a bug or two
pop up to say hello, i find it is worth the wait.

The game is a mixture of Dinner Dash with Candy Crush, but not only does the game have a DD Aspect but it also forces you to
think strategically by placing certain customers at specific tables for a Bonus, as well as playing music to make them happy,
reading stories to those waiting and more!

This game will test you and keep you on your toes, but are you game enough to take it on?. SO FAR SO GOOD, has a great
concpet and they had new factions with there own uniqe units. Tons of fun for a little third person shooter. So far I have only
played as the MAN and not tried split screen or multiplayer, but I can say that considering how much fun it has been so far I am
sure those modes will only add to the awesomeness of the game.

It is a simple premise - defend a city from a monster or destroy it being the monster - and as the MAN you do this by shooting it
yourself with an assortment of guns that you pick up each map while the main defence is pretty much tower defence. You place
things like pillbox turrets, boats, helicopters, tanks, explosive barrels etc... I really like how you can watch the action afar or
jump into any unit you put down. You slowly attain more units for your arsenal and bow stock of them to use in the map. Each
map has one coin in it that you use to upgrade either your jetpack, health, or main gun. I popped in just to see if my HDTV was
working pushing 4k @ 60hz thinking I would play 5-10 minutes and I stayed for over two hours.

Looking forward to more and excited to play with a friend! Definitely recommend at any price, I think I got it for $3.50 or
something like that on the chrono.gg sale of the day, as it is so cheap and there is so much content.

One last thing, the retro pixel graphics are cool but I found it WAY easier to see what was happening when I turned off the retro
effect which kills the pixilation; I'm talking night and day difference between being able to sort out what I am seeing or not..
pretty short, but the time you spend with it will almost certainly be enjoyable :). Kids love this. Suitable for my 6years old. He
got many WOOOW experiences.. Idk.You pass your time.
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Ian's Eyes is a single player indie, survival horror puzzle game with a unique style to the rest! You play as Ian, a blind kid who is
starting a new school, with his trustworthy guard dog North. So you wanna know more? Well Let's Take A Look At Ian's Eyes.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/vAOICuKWPjs. Is this a game? I find myself lost in a dream, as if I did too much PCP and woke up in a
hellscape unable to control anything that happens to me. I think I was actually a ghost because I clipped through everything.
When i touch the pig it squeals but it's the only thing that acknowledges I exist. When will I be able to have agency and act upon
the environment? This is a deep philisophical tale of a man wishing he was a farmer but just runs into invisible walls all the
time. literally. Some games know no bounds but this one knows every bound, and enforces it upon you as you rot in a virtual
cage. When will I wake up?. This is one of my very favorite movies. It has a great plot and great scenery and makes you ponder
things -- specifically, what does it mean to be human? If memories can be erased, does that remove your humanity? Is a full-
blown AI an honorary human? At what point -- if ever -- do cyborgs gain a soul? Except at no point do these weighty questions
detract from a fast-moving plot with great control of pacing.

It's one of these films that is so full of content that each time you watch it (I saw it several times prior to buying the Steam
version) you notice something new.. This game is very, very fun. It's like a Castlevania game with roguelike elements. I've only
played a bit but I am currenty enjoying it. It is a difficult game, which I am personally a fan of, (though I know many others get
frustarted easily and may be annoyed by the difficulty), and I feel a lot of the games fun comes from good gameplay and
difficult levels. This is an early access game, so obviously many things will be added to the game in time. But there are a few
things I would like to see added to the game. First, some bosses. While I found each level to be a challenge, I was dissapointed
to see no big bosses. So I look forward to that hopefully being implemented. Also, some sort of stats for wepons in item
descriptions would be nice. Maybe even add some new characters with different starting stats and weapons like dark souls? I
look forward to each new update and seeing what's added to this awesome game!. this is the best part Egypt I love it. This was
painful to play. Not as painful as Destiny Warriors, but still pretty painful. This entire game takes place right after the end of the
first game as you Edge 'the chosen one' have to escape from the Underworld with the help of your dead mother, and father, and
this girl that feels like a secretary. This game is woefully shorter than the first, has even less combat, there is hardly any reward
for exploring (there's like 2 side paths in the entire game leading to treasure equivalent to what you can buy in the shop), and the
final boss is just blugh.

The finale was the least impactful I've ever seen mainly due to the characters not having much development since the first game,
and due to the length of time before the previous entry and this one I forgot who all these people were. Plus the finale you don't
even get a chance to re equip your new characters before the final boss, in which kills your entire party in 2 attacks and since
you don't have a healer anymore you will be constantly tossing healing items hoping that edge can perform his super move 3
times due to how overpowered it is.

And the worst part is after the 3 form final boss (which isn't needed due to how bad this game is) there's a big long scene, and
then a text scroll, after the text scroll something is coded wrong CAUSING AN IMMEDIATE GAME OVER! Which means
you have to refight the 3 stage boss fight all over again!. Worst game ever.. Ok now this will be a review for the Arrow DLC
pack for Lego Batman 3: Beyond Gotham, now I mainly bought the game because I have played the other games in the series
and were good but I heard that this was better and for of course the Arrow DLC, now I have played and beat the level, first off I
recommend this to ANY Arrow fan, This was amazingly hilarious and a great level, the whole level\/mission is narrated by
Stephen Amell(Oliver Queen) with funny puns and quotes that all reference from the show, now the mission sounds like that it
was in the mind of Oliver which as he states he likes to picture himself in his Arrow outfit on the Island and as a small plastic
figure, the whole mission is Oliver & Slade on the Island have to destroy a weapon supply to stop the army from getting to
strong, and aside from the mission the Arrow Pack also includes many characters from the show such as Diggle, Felocity,
Malcom Merlynn, Aresenal, & More!!! I 100% loved this and thought that it was a amazing DLC and I give it a 10 out of 10!!
This is a MUST BUY. What grabbed my attention to this game was the 80's asthetics and the DeLoreans! I love DeLoreans.

Fun game.

Only bad thing about it is the delay, and that seems to be a common issue.

The game would be so much more entertaining if the delay was removed.

I'd like the developer to answer me: Was the key-to-movement delay intentional?. i like the artstyle and the SOR reference, but
the gameplay is VERY boring
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